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FAAC takes part in the R+T Trade Fair in Stuttgart with flexible,
customised automation solutions

FAAC is set to present its new products for automatic access control systems at
R+T, the international fair for roller shutters, doors/gates and sun protection
systems, which will run from 27 February to 3 March 2018.
Stuttgart Trade Fair, Pavilion 8, Stand A31.

Automation systems for FAAC gates: More compact. Faster. More
powerful.

At the R+T Trade Fair in Stuttgart, FAAC's star attraction will be the new C851
operator for sliding gates. This technology can move gates of up to 1,800 kg in
weight, with a maximum speed of 40 m/min. The compact design and integrated
frequency converter control enable the C851 to operate continuously. It is
particularly suitable for use in the protection of sensitive areas such as embassies,
prisons and police stations.
In addition to the C851 automation system, FAAC will also be presenting a range
of other operators for swing and sliding gates for industrial, commercial and
private use.

FAAC barriers: Customised solutions for private, industrial and commercial
applications

During the fair, several types of FAAC electromechanical and hydraulic barriers will
be on display, suitable for customised access control in industrial, commercial and
private areas. Key products include the B614 24V automatic barrier - for private
and commercial use - and the B680H 24V Hybrid automatic barrier, for industrial
use.

FAAC bollards: Secure access control that integrates perfectly into modern
environments

FAAC traffic and high security bollards are a reliable means of controlling access
routes, and their modern design enables them to be seamlessly integrated into
urban environments, where necessary. These automatic and semi-automatic
retractable bollards become invisible when required, so public spaces can be
opened up to traffic in a simple, flexible manner.
"FAAC safety bollards offer reliable protection against car and truck attacks, and
can stop a 7,500kg truck driven at 80Km/h", emphasises Thomas Vogel, CEO of
FAAC GmbH. FAAC’s high security bollards, which are certified according to
international standards, guarantee the necessary degree of protection. In order to
obtain international certification, they were subject to special crash testing at
independent test institutes.
The compact, robust and attractive design of these bollards helps to enhance
the sense of security, without overlooking important aesthetic considerations.
FAAC automatic doors: Convenient access solutions
FAAC has recently expanded its range in the automatic doors sector too, introducing
automation solutions dedicated to safety. At the R+T fair, the new FAAC SKR35
armoured anti-burglary automatic entry will be presented, offering performance levels
similar to those of a class RC3 armoured door.
FAAC accessories: Functionality meets design

The full range of FAAC accessories will also be on display, conceived by famous
designers and expert developers. These include a new code keypad, a wireless
keypad, a transponder reader and a flashing LED light, all exhibited alongside the
other technologies at the R+T fair.

Other FAAC subsidiaries will also be present at the stand: FAAC BV will
exhibit its range of tubular motors, sun protection automation systems
and blinds.
DAAB will exhibit high-performance industrial operators for swing gates.

FAAC GmbH is the German subsidiary of FAAC Group, which has its
headquarters in Italy. In 1965, in Bologna, Giuseppe Manini founded the
Fabbrica Automatismi Apertura Cancelli. Very quickly, the acronym "FAAC"
became synonymous with automation systems for vehicle access.
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